RED LINE TWO-STROKE WATERCRAFT INJECTION OIL

- Ash-less, biodegradable lubricant for outboards, personal watercraft, etc.
- For use where NMMA TC-W3 lubricants are recommended
- More power, scuff and bearing protection than petroleum and other synthetics

PACKAGE SIZES:

- 40705 - Two-Stroke Watercraft Injection Oil - 1 gallon
- 40706 - Two-Stroke Watercraft Injection Oil - 5 gallon
- 40708 - Two-Stroke Watercraft Injection Oil - 55 gallon

ABOUT RED LINE TWO-STROKE OILS

- Contain ester base oils with the highest film strength and affinity for hot metal
- Increased power and excellent scuff protection
- Provides the lubricating qualities of castors, but with exceptional cleanliness
- Low carbon residue dramatically reduces plug fouling and smoke
- Compatible with reformulated fuels
- Each product works in both premix or injection systems

For health safety information, please refer to the Safety Data Sheet at REDLINEOIL.COM